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1 Introduction
Mixing of afluid has been studied on the basis of theories of dynamical systems. It
is known that Stokes flow or aflow with low Reynolds numbers can mix the fluid well
within aregion where the trajectories of fluid particles are chaotic, called chaotic region
hereinafter, even if the velocity field itself behaves regularly or is steady if it is thoee-
dimensional (Ottino (1989), Ottino (1990) and Aref (1990)). Partitioned pipe mixer
(PPM) is one of the systems studied from the viewpoint of dynamical systems (Khakhar
et al. (1987), Ling (1993) and Meleshko et al. (1999) $)$ . This system first introduced by
Khakhar et al. originally consists of an infinitely long cylinder and plane plates of the
same length fixed orthogonally to each other. Figure $1(\mathrm{a})$ shows schematic view of one
period of the original PPM. Rotation of the cylindrical wall and pressure gradient in the
axial direction cause aflow in this system. In Khakhar et al. (1987) and Meleshko et al.
(1999) that are based on approximate velocity fields, it is shown that chaotic mixing can
occur in this system. Mizuno and Funakoshi (2002) then generalized the PPM so that the
ratio of the lengths of neighboring plates or the angle between them can be changed. One
period of the generalized PPM is shown in Fig.l(b). In the examination of the mixing of
afluid within the generalized PPM, it is shown that the chaotic region can occupy the
$\backslash$
almost whole region if the ratio or the angle is appropriately changed.
Generally, there exists regions that do not mix quickly with the surrounding fluid even
within chaotic regions. It is confirmed by calculating the distribution of stretching rate
of fluid elements(Muzzio et al. (1991)). Capturing the existence and distribution of these
regions needs to understand the mixing process there. In the experimental study on the
mixing in PPM by Kusch and Ottino (1992), it was noted that the separation of the
fluid by the leading edges of plane plates is acontributing mechanism to the mixing.
Although they also noted that chaos can occur without any cutting mechanism, the con-
sideration of this mechanism which static mixers commonly possess is expected to be a
useful approach to understanding the mixing process in these mixers. Hence, Mizuno
and Funakoshi (2002) focused on the separation of the flow by the leading edges, and
examined the efficiency of the mixing within the chaotic region by introducing the lines
of separation, defined as the set of cross- ectional initial locations of fluid particles which
move to one of the leading edges of the plates within aspecified period. Consequently,
it was found that the lnes of separation plays an important role in the estimation of the
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Figure 1: Schematic view of PPMs. (a) Original PPM. (b) Generalized PPM.
mixing performance in afew periods.
However, it should be noted that the velocity fields in the preceding studies are assumed
to be independent of the axial coordinate within each region around each plate, hereinafter
an element, and to change discontinuously at the cross-sections between neighboring el-
ements. The validity of these assumptions is not clear. Therefore, we here calculate the
velocity field numerically without these assumptions, and examine the mixing of afluid,
especially in one period. Furthermore, we will show that the consideration of the sep-
aration by the leading edges help to understand the mixing process within the chaotic
region.
2Velocity field in PPM
Let $(r, \theta)$ be the polar coordinates in the cross-sectional direction of aPiPe with radius
$R$, and $z$ be the coordinate in its axial direction. The cylindrical $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{U}r$ $=R$ of the pipe
is assumed to rotate at constant velocity $V$ . Horizontal plates of length $L_{1}$ expressed by
{ $(r,\theta,z)|0\leq r\leq R$ , $\theta=0$ or $\pi$ , $k(L_{1}+L_{2})<z$ $<k(L_{1}+L_{2})+L_{1}$ } and vertical plates
of length $L_{2}$ expressed by { $(r,\theta,z)$ $|0\leq r\leq R$, $\theta=\pi/2$ or $3\pi/2$ , $k(L_{1}+L_{2})+L_{1}<z$ $<$
$(k +1)(L_{1}+L_{2})\}$ are placed alternately within this pipe, where A $=0,$ $\pm 1,$ $\pm 2$ , $\cdots$ .
Assuming the spatial periodicity in the axial direction of the system, we take the flow
region as
$\mathrm{D}=\{(r,\theta,z)|0<r<R, 0<\theta<2\pi, : 0<z<L_{1}+L_{2}\}$ .
We here assume the steady Stokes flow in region D. If the velocity field and pressure
are $v=(v_{r}, v_{\theta},v_{z})$ and $P$, respectively, the equation of continuity and the $\mathrm{N}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}\sim \mathrm{S}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{s}$
equation under the Stokes approximation are given by
$\nabla\cdot v=0$ , (1)
$- \frac{\partial P}{\partial r}+\beta(\frac{\partial^{2}v_{r}}{\partial r^{2}}+\frac{1}{r}\frac{\partial v_{r}}{\partial r}+\frac{1}{r^{2}}\frac{\partial^{2}v_{r}}{\partial\theta^{2}}+\alpha^{2}\frac{\partial^{2}v_{r}}{\partial z^{2}}-\frac{v_{r}}{r^{2}}-\frac{2\partial v_{\theta}}{r^{2}\partial\theta})=0$, (2)
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$- \frac{1}{r}\frac{\partial P}{\partial\theta}+\beta(\frac{\partial^{2}v_{\theta}}{\partial r^{2}}+\frac{1}{r}\frac{\partial v_{\theta}}{\partial r}+\frac{1}{r^{2}}\frac{\partial^{2}v_{\theta}}{\partial\theta^{2}}+\alpha^{2}\frac{\partial^{2}v_{\theta}}{\partial z^{2}}-\frac{v_{\theta}}{r^{2}}+\frac{2}{r^{2}}\frac{\partial v_{r}}{\partial\theta})=0$,




$\theta=0,\pi$ , $0<z<l_{1}$ ,
$\theta=\frac{\pi}{2}$ , $\frac{3\pi}{2}$ , $l_{1}<z<2$ ,
(5)
$v_{r},v_{z}=0$ , $v_{\theta}=1$ on $r=1$ , (6)
$v(z=0)=v(z=2)$ , $P(z=0)=P(z=2)+1$, (7)
where
$\alpha=\frac{R}{(L_{1}+L_{2})/2}$ , $\beta=\frac{\mu V}{RP_{d}}$ , $l_{1}= \frac{L_{1}}{(L_{1}+L_{2})/2}$ ,
and we non-dimensionalized the length in the cross-sectional direction, length in the axial
direction, velocities in the cross-sectional direction, velocity in the axial direction and
pressure with $R$, $(L_{1}+L_{2})/2$, $V$ , $(L/R)V$ and $P_{d}$ , respectively. Here $\mu$ and $P_{d}$ are the
viscosity of the fluid and the pressure drop during one period in the axial direction,
respectively. The parameter $\alpha$ is the aspect ratio of the system, and $\beta$ is the ratio of the
representative velocity of the cross-sectional flow due to the rotation of the cylindrical
wall to that of the axial flow due to the pressure gradient.
The boundary value problem (1)$-(7)$ is solved numerically. We here assume that the
velocity and pressure fields have the symmetry with respect to the rotation by $\pi$ around
the $z$ axis. Hence, we restrict the range of 0to $(0, \pi)$ . Since the velocity field changes
largely in the regions around $z=0$, $l_{1}$ and 2, we use acoordinate $\langle$ that is stretched
within these regions instead of $z$ . The relation between $z$ and $\langle$ is given by
$z=\{pq\{$ $\{$




$p= \frac{l_{1}}{\pi/2+\epsilon\pi}$ , $q= \frac{2-l_{1}+4\epsilon(1-l_{1})}{\pi/2+\epsilon\pi}$ ,
and $\epsilon$ is anon-zero value chosen so that $| \frac{\ }{d\zeta}|\neq 0$ at ( $=0,1,2$ . We choose $\epsilon=0.5$ for
$a=1.0$, $\epsilon=0.3$ for $a=1.85,2.33$, and $\epsilon=0.2$ for $a=3.0$. We obtain the velocity field
satisfying Eqs.(1)-(7) as the steady solution to
$\nabla\cdot$ $v=0$, and, $\frac{\partial v}{\partial t}=-\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}P$ $+\beta\nabla^{2}v$ , (9)
with boundary conditions (5)$-(7)$ by SMAC method (Ferziger and Peric (1999)) with fi-
nite difference method on astaggered grid. The accuracy of the discretization is secon
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Figure 2: Cross-sectional flow, $\alpha=0.5$ , $\beta=0.03$ and $a=1$ . (a) $z=0.1l_{1_{7}}(\mathrm{b})z=0.5l_{1}$ ,
(c) $z=0.9l_{1}$ .
Figure 3: Contours of axial velocity, $\alpha=0.5$ , $\beta=0.03$ and $a=1$ . (a) $z=0.1l_{1}$ , (b)
$z=0.5l_{1}$ , (c) $z$ $=0.9l_{1}$ .
order, and the number of the grid points is 40 $\mathrm{x}40\mathrm{x}80$.
The cross-sectional flow and contours of the axial velocity at three axial positions are
shown in Figs.2 and 3, respectively. Only the upper parts are shown in these figures.
The wall rotation generates vortical flows in the cross-sectional direction at all the axial
positions, as seen in Fig.2. In the axial direction, although total flux is positive because of
the pressure drop in the axial direction, we can recognize backward flows near the ends of
the plate, as shown in Figs.3(a) and (c), where backward flows occur within the hatched
regions. These backward flows are caused by the wall rotation. In contrast to the approx-
imate velocity fields used in the preceding studies, there can be orbits wandering between
neighboring elements for along time and also closed orbits because of the backward flow.
Although the former orbits are chaotic, they stay within apair of neighboring elements
for along time. Since such orbits are not appropriate for amixing device, we choose the
smal value of $\beta$ so that the region in which the axial velocity has backward direction is
small. Backward flow was also observed in the experimental study by Kusch and Ottino
(1992).
3Results
Once avelocity field is obtained, we can track the trajectories of fluid particles by
integrating ordinary differential equation
$\frac{dx(t)}{dt}=v(x(t))$ , (10)
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where $x(t)$ is the position of afluid particle, and t is the time non-dimensionalized by
$R/V$.
Since the velocity is periodic in the axial direction, we here consider amap defined as
$M_{z_{0}}$ : $(r,\theta)\mapsto(r(T(r,\ )), \theta(T(r,\theta)))$ , (11)
where $T(r, \theta)$ is the minimum time which satisfies
$\int_{0}^{T(r\beta)}v_{z}(t)dt.=2$, (12)
on the trajectory of Eq.(lO) starting from $(r, \theta, z_{0})$ at $t=0$. This mapping represents the
cross-sectional movement of the fluid particle initially located at $(r, \theta)$ on $z=z_{0}$ after one
period in the axial direction, and $T(r,\theta)$ is the time required for the movement.
3.1 Poincare sections
In the preceding studies based on the approximate velocity field and also in the exper-
imental study, tubular invariant sets of the trajectories, called KAM-tubes hereinafter,
that prevent the transport of fluid particles between its inside and outside were recognized
for some sets of the values of system parameters. We can also find them in Poincare’ sec-
tions based on the numerically obtained velocity field. The Poincare sections associated
with $\mathrm{M}\mathrm{j}\mathrm{i}/2$ for three values of $\beta$ with $\alpha$ and $a$ fixed to 0.5 and 1.0, respectively, are shown
in Fig.4. It is found that the islands can shrink or disappear as $\beta$ increases. Figures
5and 6show the Poincare sections for three values of $a$ with 4fixed to 0.01 and 0.03,
respectively. For $\beta=0.01$ , some islands disappear as $a$ increases from 1.0. However,
other islands remain and become larger. On the other hand, for $\beta$ $=0.03$ , no recognizable
island exists for $a=2.33$ and 3.0 although we observe afew islands for $a=1.0$, as shown
in Fig.6. This shows that changing $a$ can erase the KAM-tubes for appropriate values of
$\beta$ .
Although understanding the mixing process within chaotic region is also important is-
sue for applications, we cannot obtain information on it from these Poincare’ sections.
Therefore, we next examine the mixing process within the chaotic region by introducing
the lines of separation.
3.2 Lines of separation and mixing process in chaotic region
We introduce the lines of separation, $U_{z\mathrm{o}}^{\mathrm{n}}$ , in order to examine the mixing of afluid in
the chaotic region. Before giving the definition of the lines of separation, we introduce
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4: Poincar\’e sections based on $M_{l_{1}/2}$ . $\alpha=0.5$ and $a=1.\mathrm{O}$ . (a) $\beta=0.01$ , (b)
$\beta=0.03$ , (c) $\beta=0.1.83$ fluid particles are initiaUy placed on square grid points of
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5: Poincare sections based on $M_{l_{1}/2}$ . $\alpha=0.5$ and $/\mathit{3}=0.01$ . (a) $a=1.85$, (b)
$a=2.33$, (c) $a=3.0$. The initial locations of fluid particles and the period of plotting
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6: Poincare’ sections based on $M_{l_{1}/2}$ . $at=0.5$ and $\beta=0.03$ . (a) $a=1.85$, (b)
$a=2.33$ , (c) $a=3.0$. The initial locations of fluid particles and the period of plotting
are the same as Fig.4.
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$U_{0}^{1}$
Figure 7: Aschematic view of the lines of separation, $U_{0}^{1}$ .
two sets:
$H_{z_{\mathrm{O}}}^{n}=\{(r,\theta,z)|0<r<1,\theta=0,\pi,z =2,4, \cdots,2n\}$ , (13)
$V_{z_{\mathrm{O}}}^{n}=\{\begin{array}{l}\{(r,\theta,z)|0<\mathrm{r}<1,\theta=\frac{\pi}{2},\frac{3\pi}{2},z=l_{1},l_{1}+2,\cdots,l_{1}+2(n-1)\}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}<l_{1}\{(r,\theta,z)|0<r<1,\theta=\frac{\pi}{2}\frac{3\pi}{2}z=l_{1},l_{1}+2,\cdots,l_{1}+2n\}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}>l_{1}\end{array}$ (14)
These are the positions of the leading edges of horizontal and vertical plates within $n$
periods from $z=z_{0}$ . Then, we define the lines of separation, $U_{z0}^{n}$ , as
$U_{z_{0}}^{\mathfrak{n}}= \{(r,\theta)|\lim_{tarrow\infty}x(t)\in H_{z_{0}}^{n}$ or $V_{z_{0}}^{n}$ , $x(0)=(r,\theta,\triangleleft)$ , $z(t)\neq\hslash$ for $t>0\}$ . (13)
Hence, the fluid particles starting ffom $U_{z_{\mathrm{O}}}^{n}$ reach one of the leading edges in $n$ periods&0m
$z=\triangleleft$ . Aschematic view of the lines of separation is given in Fig.7. In principle, exact
numerical calculation of $U_{z_{0}}^{\mathfrak{n}}$ is impossible because it needs to take the lmit of $tarrow\infty$ .
Here we calculate it approximately by integrating Eq.(lO) in backward time direction from
the Hues located slightly apart from the leading edges, and collecting the cross-sectional
positions of them at $z=z_{0}$ . In this way, we need to restrict the calculation time to a
finite value $T_{\omega l}$ since there exist particles which cannot reach at $z=\alpha$ in afinite time.
We here choose $T_{\varpi l}=30$ . Figure 8shows the lines of separation $U_{l_{1}/2}^{1}$ for some sets of
values of parameters. From the definition, the ends of aline of separation are attached to
the cylindrical wall, aplane plate or another line of separation. Furthermore, the Hues do
not cross each other. However the lines in Fig.8 do not satisfy these conditions strictly
because of the finite calculation time. The total length of these lines grows as 4increases,
because the effect of the wall rotation become stronger as $\beta$ increases, and then fluid is
stretched more strongly in the cross-sectional direction. Furthermore, by comparing the
distribution of the lines of separation with the corresponding Poincare sections, it is found
that the lines exist only within the chaotic region. The reason for it is that islands on
which map $M_{z_{0}}$ should be continuous cannot contain the lines of separation because the
map is discontinuous on them
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8: Lines of separation, $U_{l_{1}/2}^{1}$ . $\alpha=0.5$ . (a) $\beta=0.01$ , $a=1.\mathrm{O}$ , (b) $\beta=0.01$ ,
$a=1.85$, (c) $\beta=0.03$ , $a=1.85$ . The initial positions of 40000 trajectories calculated
here are uniformly placed on the lines 10 upstream from the leading edges.
We can recognize the close relation between the stretching of fluid elements and the
lines of separation. Figure 9shows the initial locations of blobs on $z=l_{1}/2$ and their
evolutions in one period. Blobs whose initial locations are close to the lines of separation,
such as Figs.9(a) and (b), are strongly stretched, whereas the blobs whose initial locations
axe not close to them, such as Fig.9(c), are only weakly stretched. We obtained the
similar results in the calculations for different initial locations of blobs and the values of
the parameters. Hence, we can conclude that only the blobs starting from the vicinity of
the lines of separation are strongly stretched. Therefore, the separation by the leading
edges of plates plays an important role in the mixing in PPM. The reason for the strong
stretching of afluid in the vicinity of the lines of separation is that they pass the regions
of large strain rate along the cylindrical $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{I}$ after the separation by aleading edge.
Khakhar et al. (1987) examined the residence time of each fluid particle defined as
the time required for its movement over aspecific period for the original PPM using
the approximate velocity field, and found that the time of particles within the islands is
usually considerably smaller than that of particles within the chaotic region. Although
they considered the residence time for 5periods, we here calculate the residence times for
only one period, that is $T(r, \theta)$ in Eq.(ll), in order to examine their distribution within
the chaotic region. Since the residence time of particles which pass very close to the
rigid wall and wandering between neighboring elements due to the backward flow can
be infinite, we consider only the residence time $T$ satisfying $T<30$ . Figure 10 shows
the contours of the residence time of particles whose initial positions are on $z=l_{1}/2$ .
The residence time takes relatively large values in the regions where the contours densely
exist. From the comparison between this figure and Fig.8, we find that the residence time
is large around the lines of separation. The reason for it is that afluid particle starting
from the position near the lines of separation travels slowly in the axial direction since
they move along the rigid wall after passing by aleading edge. There is no difference




Figure 9: Time evolution of small blobs. Each blob has radius 0.06. $\alpha=0.5$, $\beta=0.03$ ,
and $a=1.\mathrm{O}$ . Blobs in (a) and (b) which axe close to the lines of separation and that in
(c) which is not close to the lines evolve to (d), (e) and (f), respectively.
difference in the residence time between islands and the chaotic region, seen in Khakhar
et al. (1987) seems to be because they considered the residence time for 5periods which
is long enough for the lines of separation to spread over the chaotic region.
Finally, we shall see some numerical simulations of the time evolution of the dye
injected constantly at the fixed location on $z=z_{0}$ . Figure ll(a) shows the dye streak
initially injected within aKAM-tube. We see that the dye travels in the axial direction,
staying inside the tube. Because the period of the stable periodic orbit which cause the
tube is 2, the streak comes back to the injected position after 2period. The dye streak
initially injected on $U_{l_{1}/2}^{1}$ is shown in Fig. ll(b). The dye is only slightly stretched until it is
Figure 10: Contours of the residence time based on the 98500 trajectories starting from
the initial positions on $z=l_{1}/2$ . The initial positions are on square grid points of interval
0.01 on the upper part of the cross-section, $\alpha=0.5$ . (a) $\beta=0.01$ , $a=1$ , (b) $\beta=0.01$ ,
$a=1.85$ , (c) $\beta=0.03$ , $a=1.85$ ,
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separated by the first leading edge of the horizontal plate. After the separation, it travels
slowly along the plate, and then is strongly stretched in the cross-sectional direction along
the cylindrical wall. In Fig.ll(c), the dye streak (grey) within the chaotic region whose
injected position is not close to $U_{l_{1}/2}^{1}$ and the streak (black) within the KAM-t be are
shown together. The grey dye travels in the axial direction without strong stretching as
well as the black dye. The difference between their evolutions arises when the grey dye
is suddenly stretched after the separation by the leading edge of the second horizontal
plate. These observations confirm the close relation between the mixing within the chaotic
region and the lines of separation.
4Conclusions
We numerically calculated the exact velocity field of the PPM system, and examined
the mixing of afluid in this system. We then found that increasing the relative strength,
$\beta$ , of the wall rotation to that of pressure gradient in the axial direction or changing the
ratio, $a$ , of the lengths of neighboring plates can shrink or erase tubular invariant sets of
trajectories which is amajor obstacle to the mixing. This result qualitatively coincides
with that in the previous studies.
Furthermore, we examined the mixing process within the chaotic region, by introducing
the lnes of separation similarly to Mizuno and Funakoshi (2002). From the facts that a
blob initialy close to the lnes of separation is strongly stretched in the cross- ectional
direction after it is separated by aleading edge and that only the regions of large strain
rate near the cylindrical wall contributes the stretching in the cross-sectional direction,
we can expect efficient mixing in afew periods within the chaotic region where the lines
of separation for the corresponding periods spread over.
On the residence time of fluid particles, Khakhar et al. (1987) found that fluid particles
within the tubular invariant sets travels in the axial direction relatively faster than the
particles outside them by calculating the residence time for 5periods. We here examined
their distribution within chaotic region, considering only one period. We then found that
the residence time for particles starting from avicinity of the lines of separation is longer
than those for the initial positions located apart from the lines of separation. Provided
that the lines of separation spread over the chaotic region if the considered number of the
periods, $n$ , is large enough, we expect to obtain the same distribution as in Khakhar et
al..
From the observation of the time evolution of the dyes for different initial positions, we
found that fluid inside of KAM-tubes and fluid whose initial position is not close to the
lines of separation make the similar motion, that is, fast traveling in the axial direction
without strong stretching in the cross-sectional direction. The difference is that fluid
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Figure 11: Dye streaks for different initial positions on $z=l_{1}/2$ . $\alpha=0.5$ , $\beta=0.03\mathrm{m}\mathrm{d}$
$a=1.\mathrm{O}$ . Each blob is injected constantly at each initial position since $t=0.600$ particles
approximating each dye are initially placed within the circle of radius 0.06 centered at (a)
$(r\cos\theta,r\sin\theta)=(0,0.75)$ , (b) (0, 0.4), (c) (-0.35, 0.5). (a) is the dye streak at $t=20$
injected within aKAM-tube. (b) is the dye streak at $t=10$ injected on $U_{l_{1}/2}^{1}$ . (c) is the
dye streak (grey) at $t=16$ injected within the chaotic region not on $U_{l_{1}/2}^{1}$ , which is shown
with the streak (black) in (a)
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elements within the chaotic region are suddenly stretched just after the separation by a
leading edge.
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